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India’s journey to $5 trillion Economy:
Wealth Creation opportunities in Equities



Disclaimer & Disclosures

• Any stock name mentioned is purely for information and illustration purpose

• It is fair to assume ValueQuest, it’s clients have financial interest in any stock

that might get discussed

• Please consult your financial advisor before taking any action.

• I reserve the right to be wrong.



Performance related information provided in this document is not verified by SEBI. Returns above 1 year are annualised. Returns are net of fees and expenses. Performance of each investor portfolio may vary from that
of other investors and that generated by the Investment Approach across all investors because of 1) the timing of inflows and outflows of funds; and 2) differences in the portfolio composition because of restrictions and
other constraints. https://www.apmiindia.org/apmi/welcomeiaperformance.htm?action=PMSmenu
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Healthy Alpha generation across time periods



7.89 crs

3.65 crs

Inception: Oct 2010. Performance related data herein has not been verified by SEBI. Performance of each investor portfolio may vary from that of other investors and that generated by the Investment
Approach across all investors because of 1) the timing of inflows and outflows of funds; and 2) differences in the portfolio composition because of restrictions and other constraints.
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World is going through 
turmoil…



Warning signs for the US are flashing red with US 10 Yr-2Yr Inversion Deepening



US credit crunch Is underway

US banking system credit growth down to just 1.4% YoY: Money supply is shrinking rapidly as the Fed tightens:



Europe has entered a technical recession



Developed world is slowing down
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Markets climbing the wall of worry…on the hope of soft landing

Index CYTD Returns

S&P 500 15%

Nasdaq Index 31%

Euro Stoxx 50 13%

Nikkei 225 29%

KOSPI Index 15%

FTSE 100 -1%

CSI 300 Index -2%

Data as of 29th June, 2023

• Japan, South Korea and the US have been the best 
performing global markets till date in 2023

• But in US, the performance has been quite narrow:

• Top 7 companies in the S&P 500 (with a weight of 
28%), have contributed to ~90% of the index’s gains 

• These companies are: Apple (51% return), 
Microsoft (40% return), Google (35% return), 
Amazon (50% return), NVIDIA (187% return), Meta 
(129% return) and Tesla (137% return)

• After an initial reopening rally, the Chinese mainland and 
Hang Seng Index have given up most gains as China’s 
economic recovery is weaker than expected and 
increasingly China becomes “uninvestable” for foreigners 
on geopolitical tensions



India stands on firm 
footing



Indian economy was in a clean up phase 
and Covid accelerated the same



Indian bank balance sheets have never been in a better shape

Source: RBI, IndiaDataHub, Macquarie Research
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India Inc has deleveraged

Source: BIS

Debt / GDP Ratio (%)



Significant improvement & further investment in infrastructure



Digital Infra as a public utility



Financialization & tax compliance leading to shift towards formal economy



Increase in mobility post pandemic



Real Estate momentum sustaining



Business activity sustaining



Employment generation is strong



Monsoon will impact agriculture? Rural economy?



Monsoon will impact agriculture? Rural economy?



Tax collections have remained buoyant



Monetary conditions remain benign



Capex cycle is on the verge of a breakout



Central government has been leading the way in Capex, now private sector and 
state will join in



Credit Growth Picking Up



RM prices are trending down



Inflation under control and RBI in pause mode



DMs Looking more like EMs & vice-versa



Global Growth Oasis: India Highly Probable



Capitalism 
& 

Entreprene
urship

Democracy 
& Political 
stability

Favourable 
Demography

Policy 
Support 

from Govt 
& RBI

Re-alignment 
of global 
priorities 

Shifting 
global supply 

chains

A confluence of these factors have put India in a sweet spot

India’s Inflection Point



India will become 3rd largest economy by 2032, 3x GDP



India is on the cusp of a long growth path



India’s GDP is likely to surpass US$7.5trn by 2031, more than double current levels, making it the 
third-largest economy and adding about US$500bn per annum on an incremental basis over the 
decade.

India's market capitalization will likely grow by over 11% annually, to US$10trn, in the coming 
decade.

We estimate that manufacturing's share of GDP will rise to 21% by 2031, implying an incremental 
U$1trn manufacturing opportunity.

We expect India’s global export market share to more than double to 4.5% by 2031, providing an 
incremental US$1.2trn export opportunity.

India’s services exports will almost treble to US$527bn (from US$178bn in 2021) over the next 
decade.

Morgan Stanley forecasts for next decade



Credit to GDP rises from 57% to 100%, implying compound annual growth in credit of 17% over 10 years.

India's per-capita income rises from US$2,278 now to US$5,242 in 2031, setting the stage for a 
discretionary spending boom.

The number of households earning in excess of US$35,000/year is likely to rise fivefold in the coming 
decade, to over 25mn.

US$1.1trn incremental retail opportunity in ten years. E-commerce penetration to nearly double from 6.5% 
to 12.3% by 2031.

Internet users in India to increase from 650mn to 960mn while online shoppers will grow from 250mn to 
700mn over the next 10 years.

25% of incremental global car sales over 2021-2030 will be from India, and we expect 30% of 2030 PV sales 
to be EVs.

Morgan Stanley forecasts



in 2021 to 12.2mn in 2031, leading to an increase in office absorption from 32-35msf pa 
to a run-rate of 45-50msf over the next 5-10 years.

Healthcare penetration in India can rise from 30-40% now to 60-70%; implying 400mn 
new entrants to the formal healthcare system.

The defense budget (US$18bn) is growing steadily (10% CAGR) – traditionally there has 
been large import dependence (about 60%) but there is now a strong thrust towards local 
manufacturing.

US$700bn+ in energy investments over the next decade as India accelerates its energy 
transition.

Morgan Stanley forecasts



Corp profits to GDP cycle



Part of fragile 5 to Anti-Fragile

• Secular pillars have always been in place

• Economy clean-up phase ended with Covid

• Covid provided RBI and Govt an opportunity to re-invigorate growth

• RBI monetary policy started having trickle-down effect

• Indian corporates have the leanest balance sheet

• India managed Covid as well as it’s balance sheet better than most

• Forex reserves, CAD, Fiscal Deficit, Inflation have all been well managed

• India has been flexing it’s geo-political muscle – Russian Crude, US tech 
deal

• INR has been one of the most stable EM currencies



Where Is The 

Opportunity?



World Is Rapidly Moving Away From Fossil Fuels

ENERGY TRANSITION



Energy Transition – past the geopolitical tipping point

Source: Carbon Tracker Initiative, The Emerging Market Energy Leapfrog, 2021



Age of Carbon Age of Renewables

Fossil Fuelled

Geographically concentrated

Commodity flow based

Encourages power/rent concentration

Abundant Everywhere

Finite and Exhaustible Infinite and Renewable

Technology Learning Rate based

No super-profits/flatter power relations

Electricity + (H2, NH3 or  Bio-Fuels)

“The historian of science may be tempted to exclaim that when paradigms change, the world itself 
changes with them” - Thomas S. Kuhn (2012)
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions: 50th Anniversary Edition”, p.111, University of Chicago Press 

A changing of the guard



Technical 
Maturity Commercial 

Viability

Climate 
Protection 
Initiative

Regulatory 
Initiative

A new paradigm to be ushered 
in by a confluence of technology 
economics, climate protection 

and regulation to ensure energy 
security

While the Sun shines, the winds blow and the crops grow, How energy 
is harnessed will decide the future of the Energy Transition



Energy Transition – past the geopolitical tipping point

Source: Carbon Tracker Initiative, The Emerging Market Energy Leapfrog, 2021



India is on the cusp of a manufacturing renaissance

MANUFACTURING 
RENAISSANCE



To reduce import dependence

To generate employment

Transition from agriculture to industry

Security and independence

To reduce trade imbalance

To boost its economy

Why India needs to focus on manufacturing?



Policy intent & action aligned; early winners visible



Indian Manufacturing Renaissance Is Here

World wants to 
diversify away 

from China

China wants to 
diversify away 

from 
Manufacturing

India wants to 
diversify away 

from 
Agriculture



India Leading The World

FINANCIALISATION



Financialization 



Financialization 



Financialization disruption



As India Moves From $2,000 per capita to $4,000 per capita

CONSUMPTION J-Curve



Major shift in income pyramid



Discretionary spending boom



Discretionary Consumption J-Curve ahead…as Per Capita Grows



Can we participate in this 
wealth creation journey?



India has been best performing market across time frames

Source: Bloomberg



India Has The Highest % of MultiBaggers Across Markets



Indian markets rally has been broad based



Indian market provides depth required for exits



Indian market provides depth required for exits



$3.5 trillion market cap will go to $5trillion market cap with $100bn inflows



What About Valuations?



Middling valuations – not reflective of relatively strong positioning and stage of 
the cycle



India, as always, remains expensive vs. the world – but deservedly so given the earnings growth expected

Middling valuations – not reflective of relatively strong positioning and stage of 
the cycle



Midcap and Smallcap Indices Valuations Are Also Comfortable



Midcap and Smallcap Indices Valuations Are Also Comfortable



Correction…always possible, Crash…not imminent

32.3% in 4 
months

9.35% in 3 
weeks

12.02% in 
5 weeks

13.1% in 3 
weeks

30.55% in 
5 weeks

13.92% in 
1 week

16.35% in 
5 weeks

13.16% in 
3 weeks

Corrections in 2003 – 2008 
bull market



Bull market born in the depths of covid pessimism 
is climbing the wall of worry

• Struggling economy

• Covid exacerbates the situation

• Point of maximum pessimism

• Extreme cheap valuations

• Growth Supportive RBI

• Growth Supportive GoI

• Recovery Faster than Expected

• Earnings upgrade cycle begins

• New Bull Market born

• Post 18 months of correction; 

Markets are again climbing the wall of worry

New Bull 
Market Born

Struggling 
Economy

Covid Crash 
– Point of 

Max 
Pessimism

Growth 
Supportive 

GoI

Growth 
Supportive 

RBI

V-Shaped 
recovery

Earnings 
upgrade 

cycle begins



T H A N K  Y O U
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